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THREAD: Th       is is Chris White. He’s a member of the Proud Boys, an 

recognized hate group. He’s also lead sales over at Windows Plus LLC, in Fort

Myers, Florida. You can call them at (239) 267-5858.
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1/ Apparently they don’t care that he’s a proud boy? Maybe they just didn’t get enough calls, though? We can fix
that, bet.
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1a/ Chris is a 4th Degree Proud Boy, meaning that he's committed at least one act of violence on behalf of the hate
group. Windows Plus LLC, do you give this man access to your customers' home addresses?

2/ Chris also loves to send women unsolicited dick pics, even his “patriot sisters.” 😬
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3/ Here is he with Enrique Tarrio, current leader of the Proud Boys (more about him here)

Hatewatch
@Hatewatch

The Proud Boys founder Gavin McInnes banned members from 
attending the Charlottesville rally. Now the group has named Enrique 
Tarrio as chairman. Here’s Tarrio, in Charlottesville.
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4/ A quick stroll thru his FB reveals the rhetoric and hatefulness one is used to seeing from Proud Boys.

5/ Oh look, here’s Proud Boy Jeff Grigg/Smitty giving Chris a little shout out. He was one of the Proud Boys who
attacked protesters in Providence, RI, on 10/6/18.
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6/ Chris White also likes to show up to fash fests and flex his sunburn. Here h       e is in Philadelphia for the We The
People Rally on                      11/17/18
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7/ So today, let’s make it harder for a fascist to organize. Call Windows Plus LLC at (239) 267-5858and let them
know they’ve employed a fascist, hate group member and he's got to go.
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8/ And just because I'm petty asf, here's a photo of Chris and his bloody nipples, no doubt chafed from wearing
knock-off Perry shirts all day.
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